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A system C of recursion equations is a finite set of equations ‘p, = ti, i = l,..., n, where the 
expressions ti denote terms built from individual variables, “function constants,” and the 
“function variables” ‘p, ,..., (D,. An interpretation of such a system assigns a meaning to each 
function constant and a possible meaning to each individual and function variable. Standard 
interpretations have imposed an ordering on the class of possible “solutions” of C and only 
the least (or greatest) solution is found. In this paper contraction theories are defined and used 
as interpretations for C. Several known kinds of interpretations are shown to be contraction 
theories, including the collection of rooted labeled trees. No ordering is imposed on solutions 
in a contraction theory, but a metric is involved. All solutions of C in any contraction theory 
are described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A system Z of recursion equations (sometimes called a recursive program scheme) 
is a finite set (cpi = ti, i = l,..., n) of equations, where expressions ti denote terms (or 
as we prefer, finite trees) built from individual variables xi, x2,..., “function 
constants,” and the “function variables” cp, ,..., on. An interpretation of such a system 
assigns a meaning to each function constant and a possible meaning to each function 
and individual variable. In the standard treatments (e.g., [ 14, 16, 18]), the meaning of 
a function constant is a (set-theoretic) function. 
The use of systems of recursion equations in the theory of recursive functions [ 121 
and in the semantics of programming languages [ 181 is well known. It is also well 
known that the procedure used to “solve” such systems even in the algebraic 
treatment of [ 1, 21 is in broad outline almost always the same. First one must define 
what is meant by a solution. Roughly speaking, in a given interpretation I a solution 
of Z is an n-tuple of elements Cr (usually functions or partial functions) in the inter- 
pretation such that when I, is properly interpreted in I (as ii, say), then qi = ii, for 
each i= 1 ,..., n. Second, an ordering is imposed on the collection of all possible 
solutions in I. When the interpretation involves partial functions, the ordering is set 
inclusion of the graphs of the functions. And last, for reasons that are quite plausible, 
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only the least solution of Z is found or characterized. Sometimes, although much less 
frequently, the greatest solution is found (e.g., [ 171). 
In this paper, for each member of a certain class of interpretations called 
contraction theories, all solutions of a system Z of recursion equations are found. No 
ordering on the possible solutions is imposed, but rather a metric or distance function 
is involved. The metric is used in connection with the famous Banach fixed point 
theorem. 
One important example of a contraction theory is the collection of rooted labeled 
trees (with a finite or infinite number of vertices). All solutions of Z in this inter- 
pretation are obtained in Section 3. In order to find these solutions, an analysis of a 
system of recursion equations is given which is quite similar to the method used in 
[5] to find all solutions of particularly simple systems (the “iteration” equations). 
With one important exception, each of the steps involved in finding all solutions in 
infinite trees generalizes to all contraction theories. The exceptional step involves 
solving (one at a time) “reflexive equations.” The solutions of a reflexive equation in 
trees are obtained in a very simple manner-too simple to generalize to all 
contraction theories. The heart of the paper, mathematically speaking, is the 
description (Theorem 7.13) of all “nontrivial” solutions of a reflexive equation in any 
contraction theory. 
Before asking the reader to endure the details of this argument, four classes of 
contraction theories other than the tree theories are briefly described in Section 5. 
Each of these examples is of interest in the theory of computation. 
Matrices whose entries are sets of words are considered in 5.1. This theory is of 
interest in formal language theory. The sequacious functions (5.2) were used to model 
the step-by-step behavior of a “machine” in [8]. Contractions Xp -+X” in a complete 
metric space X are the third example. When X is the set of real numbers, the 
corresponding theory is useful to study computation on the real numbers. Last, the 
theory of sets of finite (and infinite) trees, used in studies of nondeterministic 
computation (e.g., in [3]) is described in 5.4. 
In one respect the paper is probably difficult to read. The notion of “algebraic 
theory,” used as the generalization of the tree example, is an unfamiliar one to most 
readers. However, it is only in the last section that any nontrivial use is made of these 
theories. Until that time the reader need not worry about these theories in the 
abstract, but may concentrate on the concrete examples, especially the tree theories, 
given in Sections 3 and 5. At any rate, the paper is intended to be self contained. No 
previous knowledge of algebraic theories is strictly necessary. 
The paper is organized as follows. After a section of preliminary definitions, 
Section 3 is devoted to obtaining all solutions of a system Z of recursion equations in 
the theory of finite and infinite trees.’ The definition of an abstract “contraction 
theory” is given in Section 4. In Section 5, four other classes of contraction theories 
are described. The notion of interpreting Z in a contraction theory is defined in 
Section 6 and in Section 7 the description of all solutions of in an arbitrary 
contraction theory is given. 
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2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 
We will usually write the application of a function f to an argument x as xf, 
although when f has two or more arguments we will writef(x, y,...). The composition 
of the functions f: X+ Y, g : Y + Z will be written either as f. g : X+ Z or 
x-f y-tgz. 
For a nonnegative integer n, [n] is the set { 1,2,..., n}; [0] is the empty set; [w] 
denotes the set of positive integrs. 
2.1. Metrics 
As everyone knows, a metric on a set X is a function d from X2 into the 
nonnegative real numbers such that for all x, y, z in X, 
d(x,y)=O iff x=y; d(x, y) = d( y, x), (2.1.1) 
and 
4x9 z> < 4-G Y) + d(Y, z). (2.1.2) 
The condition (2.1.2), the “triangle inequality,” will always hold if the function d 
satisfies 
4x9 z) < maxV(x, y), d(y, z)}. (2.1.3) 
A function satisfying (2.1.1) and (2.1.3) is a “nonarchimedian metric” on X. 
If X and Y are metric spaces, a function f : X-F Y is a contraction if for some real 
number c, c < 1, 
&a w < 4x, x’) (2.1.4) 
for all x, x’ in X. (The metric on each space is denoted “d.“) A contraction f is 
proper if the number c in (2.1.4) is strictly less than one. 
A sequence (x,), n > 0, of elements of a metric space is a Cczuchy sequence if the 
limit of d(x,, x,) is 0 as n, m --f 00. 
BANACH FIXED POINT THEOREM. Let X be a complete metric space-i.e., every 
Cauchy sequence in X converges. If f : X+X is a proper contraction, then f has a 
unique fixed point R = @ Moreover, for any x E X, 2 = lim, -tco x,, where x, = x and 
X “+I =xJ all n> 1. 
As a last remark on metric spaces, we note that if Xi, i E [n], are metric spaces, so 
is X=X, X ... X X, when the metric on X is defined by d(x, x’) = max{d(xi, XI), 
i E [n]). (Here, Xi is the ith element of the n-tuple x.) 
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2.2. Finite and Infinite r-trees 
A ranked set r is the disjoint union of an infinite sequence of sets r,, k > 0; the 
elements in r, are said to have rank k. We suppose r is disjoint from the infinite set 
V = {x1, x2,...} of individual variables. We will define the notion of a finite or infinite 
r-tree (see [2] or [lo]). 
A r-tree f : 1 -+ p is a rooted tree f such that every vertex off has a finite number 
of successors; the successors of any vertex are ordered, so that one may speak having 
n successors, n > 0, is labeled with some element of r,; every leaf (i.e., a vertex with 
no successors) is labeled either by an element of r, or by an individual variable xi 
with I < i <p. The number of vertices of a r-tree may be infinite. For n > 0, we 
define a r-tree n +p to be an n-tuple of r-trees 1 -+p. Thus there is a unique r-tree 
0,: 0-p. 
The collection of all finite or infinite r-trees is denoted TTr and the collection of 
all r-trees n -+p is denoted TTr,,,. 
Certain r-trees deserve special mention. For each y E r,, there is an atomic tree 
denoted y : 1 + k, which consists of a root, labeled y, having k successors each of 
which is a leaf; the ith successor of the root is labeled xi (see Fig. 1). For each 
individual variable xi, 1 > 1, and each n, n > i, the r-tree xi : 1 -+ n consists only of a 
root labeled xi (Fig. 2). The trees xi : 1 + n are called “trivial trees.” 
The subcollection of all r-trees which consists of those trees having finite number 
of vertices is denoted TT; the set of finite r-trees n +p is denoted TT,,,,. 
We will define two operations on the r-trees. Supposef : 1 + n and g = (g, ,..., g,) : 
n +p are r-trees. The composition f . g : 1 + p off and g is the r-tree obtained from f 
0 xi 
X- :l---+n I 
FIGURE 2 
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by attaching a copy of gi to each leaf off labeled xi, i E [n]. (Note that the atomic 
tree y, y E r,, may now be written y . (x, ,..., k x ).) The composition of the r-trees 
f = dr; ,..., f,) : n + p and g : p -+ q is the n-tuple f. g = (f, . g ,..., f, . g). If y2 E r,, 
and yi, y; are in r,, the composition y2 . (y, , y;) : 1 -+ 1 is represented in Fig. 3. 
Note that iff and g are in TT so is f. g. 
It is a well-known fact that a finite tree in TT,,, may be identified with a “term 
built from the individual variables x, ,..., x, using the function symbols in r.” 
With the obvious notion of isomorphism of two r-trees, we have been implicitly 
identifying isomorphic trees (e.g., when we spoke of “the” r-tree y : 1 -+ k), and we 
will continue to identify isomorphic trees below. 
The properties of composition in TT and I’Tr are conveniently summarized by 
saying that both collections are “algebraic theories,” This notion will be defined in 
Section 2.5 but no special properties of algebraic theories will be used until the last 
section. 
2.3. The Metric on r Tr 
For each p > 0 we will define a metric on r Tr,.,. The distance of a vertex v in a 
r-tree f : 1 --t p from the root off is defined inductively. The distance of the root off 
to itself is zero, and if the distance of v to the root is k, then the distance of each 
successor (if any) of v to the root is k + 1. (Every vertex off is a finite distance from 
the root. See [ 10, Appendix I]. For an integer k > 0 and a r-tree f : 1 -+ p, let pkdf) 
denote the tree obtained from f by deleting each and every vertex whose distance 
from the root is greater than k; the vertices off remaining in pkdf) maintain their 
labels. The tree pk(f) is not necesarily a r-tree 1 -+p, since a leaf of pkdf) may be 
labeled with an element of r of positive rank. Note that iff, g E TTr ,,p, then f = g iff 
df I= PA g) for all k 2 0. 
2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let f, g : 1 +p be r-trees. If f = g, define ddf, g) = 0; 
otherwise let du, g) = 1/2k, where k is the least integer such that pk(f) # pk( g). It is 
easily shown that d is a nonarchimedean metric on r Tr,,,. 
FIGURE 3 
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We extend d to r Tr,,,, for n > 0 by defining 
d((f,,...,f,), (g, ,..., g,>> = maxI4.6, gA i E I4 I. 
The following fact was proved in [S] (and was noted independently in [ 15, 171). 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION. For each n,p > 0, the set r Tr,,, is a complete metric space. 
The metric has the following properties with respect to composition. 
2.3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose gi : m -+p, hi : p -+ q, i = 1, 2, are trees in I- Tr. 
Then 
(9 d(g, - 4, g, . W < d(h) b); 
(ii> d(g, .h, 9 g2 .hJ 4 d(g, p A; 
(iii) d(g, . h,, g, . h2) < max(d(g,, g2), d(h,, h,)}; 
(iv) if none of the m components of g, is trivial tree, d(g, . h,, g, f h,) ,< 
id@, , h2). 
These properties will be used in Section 3 to solve a system of recusion equations. 
2.4. Systems of Recursion Equations 
If F and @ = {vl, vz ,..., v,, , } n > 1, are disjoint ranked sets, FU @ is ranked in the 
obvious way. Throughout the paper the rank of vi in @ will be denoted k,, i E [n]. 
The elements of Q, are called function variables and the elements of F are called 
function constants. 
Suppose s is a positive integer in [n]. 
2.4.1. DEFINITION. A system of s recursion equations C : (pi = fi, i E [s]) over 
F U @ (with parameters vs+, ,..., q,) is an s-tuple of equations pi = ti, i E [s], where 
for each i E [s] ti is ajkite tree in (FU CD) Tl,ki (recall the rank of pi is ki). Ifs = n, 
C has no parameters. 
What we are calling a system of recursion equations is sometimes called a 
recursive program scheme (e.g., in [7, 161) or a recursive specification (e.g., in [2]). 
In [2] the trees ti are allowed to be infinite. We will not consider this possibility. 
To “solve” a system of recursion equations, we will interpret both the function 
constants and function variables as morphisms in some algebraic theory. Morphisms 
in some algebraic theories are functions; in other theories morphisms are trees, 
matrices or sets of trees, respectively (see Section 5). Of course, the usual inter- 
pretations involve theories whose morphisms are functions (e.g., [ 1, 161). The general 
notion of “interpretation” of a system of recursion equations is discussed in 
Section 6; interpretations in infinite trees are discussed in Section 3. 
2.5. Algebraic Theories 
The concept of an “algebraic theory” was introduced in [ 131. The definition used 
here was given in [8]. 
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2.5.1. DEFINITION. An algebraic theory T is a category whose objects are the 
nonnegative integers, such that for each n ) 0 there are n “distinguished morphisms” 
i : 1 + n, for i E [n], with the following property: 
for any family of morphisms gi : 1 *p, i E [n], in T there is a 
unique morphism g : n -+p such that for each i E [n], gi is the 
composition i . g; i.e., gi = 1 -+i n jgp. (2.5.2) 
The morphism g in (2.5.2) is called the source-tupling of the morphisms gi, i E [n], 
and is denoted (g, ,..., g, ). In the case n = 0, (2.5.2) requires the existence of a unique 
morphism 0, : 0 +p. 
There is a “trivial” algebraic theory in which the distinguished morphisms 1 + n, 
n > 1 are not distinct. From now on, we will assume all algebraic theories are non- 
trivial. 
The morphisms n +p in T which are source-tuplings of distinguished morphisms 
are called base morphisms and are in bijective correspondence with the functions 
[n] -+ [p]. The functionf: [n] + [p] corresponds to the morphism (If,..., nf) : n -+p. 
We will usually use the same symbol for a function [n] -+ [p] and the corresponding 
base morphism in T. 
An algebraic theory T is an ideal theory [8] if f. g : 1 +p is not a distinguished 
morphism when f : 1 + n is not distinguished and g : n +p is arbitrary. The 
nondistinguished morphisms 1 -+p in an ideal theory are called ideal morphisms, and 
a morphism g : n +p is ideal if i . g is ideal, for each i E [n]. 
Both TT and r Tr are ideal theories (see [ 2, 10, 11 I). A morphism n -+ p in r Tr is 
an n-tuple of r-trees 1 -+p. The distinguished morphism i : 1 + n in both TT and TTr 
is the trivial tree xi : 1 + n (in Fig. 2). 
If T and T’ are algebraic theories, a theory morphism F : T+ T’ is a family of 
functions T,,D + Tk,, (where Tn,P is the set of morphisms n +p in T, T;,, is defined 
similarly) such that iF= i for each distinguished morphism i : 1 + n in T and 
(f . g) F =fl a gF, for all composablef, g in T. 
It is easily shown that a theory morphism F : T -+ T’ preserves source-tupling and 
thus the base morphisms in T are mapped bijectively onto the base morphisms in T’. 
It is customary to write fl =f, for any base morphism f even though in distinct 
theories the base morphisms may “look” quite different. 
The theory TT of finite r-trees has the following special property. 
2.5.3. THEOREM [ 111. Let T be any algebraic theory and let u : r-+ T be a rank 
preserving function (so that if y E r,, yo : 1 + k in T). Then there is a unique theory 
morphism a : TT + T “extending a;” i.e., for each y E r,, the a-image of the atomic 
tree y : 1 -+ k is ya : 1 + k in T. 
If theorems get tired from overuse, this one will be exhausted by the end of the 
paper. 
No theorems about algebraic theories other than 2.5.3 will be used until the end of 
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Section 7. The reader not wishing to follow the proofs in Section 7 may omit the rest 
of this section. 
We will review the definitions of source pairing and circle sum given in [8]. If 
f, : n, -+p and fi : n2 +p are morphisms in an algebraic theory with the same target, 
then the source-pairing (f, ,fi) : n, + n, +p of f, and fi is the unique morphism 
n, f n2 +p satisfying 
i.dfi,f2)=i-fi for all i E In,]; 
i . t.LfJ =j *.f2 for i= n, +j, jE [n2J. 
Let K : p1 -+p, +p2 and 1: p2 +pl +p2 be the base morphisms in the algebraic 
theory T corresponding to the inclusion and translated inclusion functions: iK = i, 
iE [p,]; iA =pl + i, iE [p2]. Then iff, : n, -+p, and f2 : n, -+p2 are any morphisms 
in T, we define their “circle sum,” f, Of, : n, + n2 -+ p, + pz , as the source-pairing of 
the morphisms fi - rc and fi - 2; i.e., 
The (base) identity morphism n -+ n is denoted I,. Clearly I, is the source-pairing 
(in any order) (I,..., n). 
We will list some equations involving source-pairing, circle sum and composition 
true in any algebraic theory whenever the expressions below are meaninful, i.e., when 
sources and targets match. These equations are proved in [8]: 
CL 0,) =f = (O,Yf 13 
cfl9fJ - g = df, * &f* * &?)9 
(f, Of*) * (SlY ii!*) = u-1 - g1 Tf2 - &I9 
(fi Of*) * (ET, 0 b?> =f, * g1 Of2 . g2, 
f- (g@O,)=(f*dOO,. (2.5.4) 
3. SOLVING RECURSION EQUATIONS USING INFINITE TREES 
We are concerned with solving a system of recursion equations having no 
parameters (Section 2.4). However, in order to do this it will be convenient to 
consider an intermediary system that does involve parameters. Thus we will give a 
precise definition in Section 3.1 of a solution in F Tr of a system of s recursion 
equations in the parameters p,+ ,,..., (P” relative to the given values q-S+, ,..., @-, . In 
Section 3.2 we start with a system Z with parameters. C is used to define a theory 
morphism sr from (FU @) T into itself, which in turn is used to classify the 
equations in Z as either “singular” or “nonsingular.” In Section 3.3 we show how to 
solve any nonsingular system (with parameters). In Section 3.4 we show how to solve 
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a particular kind of singular equation, and then in Section 3.5 we show why this fact 
yields the totality of solutions of the given system. 
3.1. Interpreting a System of Recursion Equations in F Tr 
Suppose Z : (vi = t,, i E [s]) is a system of recursion equations in the parameters 
vs + 1 ,-**7 P” ’ An interpretation of F in F Tr is just a rank preserving function 
u : F--t F Tr, or (equivalently, by Theorem 2.5.3) a theory morphism CJ : F T -+ F Tr. 
The value fa is the interpretation of the function constant f E F. We will be interested 
exclusively in “ideal interpretations,” i.e., those interpretations such that for every 
f E F, fo is not a trivial tree xi. The standard interpretation is the inclusion 
morphism ; i.e., f E F, is interpreted as the atomic tree f: 1 -+ k. 
For a fixed interpretation u, Z determines a function 2, : X x Y -+ X, where 
X= FTr,,,, x ... x FTr,,,l 
and 
Y=FTr,,,S+, x e-e x FTr,,k,. (3.1.1) 
(Recall that the rank of oi is ki, i E [n].) f’, is defined as follows: given the n-tuple 
(pl ,..., rp, in X X Y, let 
a($):FFV@+FTr 
be the function which agrees with ts on F and which maps ‘pi in Cp to pi in F Tr,,,,. 
As usual a(@) denotes the unique extension of a($) to a theory morphism 
a(ij) : (FU ~0) T --t F Tr. 
We define the function 2, by 
where, for each i E [s], 
pi = tiU(ij)m (3.1.3) 
Roughly speaking, p, is the tree obtained from the tree t, (the right-hand side of the 
ith equation of 2) by substituting fu for each function constant f in ti and substituting 
Qi doe (pi. 
3.1.4. DEFINITION. Let o be an interpretation of F in F Tr, and let 
Y = @s+ 19*.-v @, ) be an (n - s)-tuple in Y (3.1.1). A solution of Z in Q relative to the 
assignment of the value $ji to the parameter cp,, i = s + l,..., n, is an s-tuple 
x = (@, )..., @,) in X such that 
&(x9 Y) = x; 
511/27/2-1 
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that is, for each i E [s], 
Qi = tic@). (3.1.5) 
Remark. If for y E Y, f’o,y : X+X is the function defined by x.??~,~ = ,??‘,(x, y), 
then we may express the fact that x = (@, ,..., @,) is a solution of I; relative to the 
assignment of the value vi to pi, i = s + l,..., n, by saying that x is a fixed point of the 
function fO, y. 
For example, suppose I= consists of the one equation in the parameter q2, where p)r 
and v)* have rank 1 and a, b E F, 
P, = 
a 
2% 6 PO2 xi Xl 
Then relative to the value 
b 
3pz= 
- 8 Xl 
the (unique) solution of Z in the standard interpretation is the infinite tree 
and relative to the value 
0 b 
- 
(p, = b 
8 
b 
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the unique solution of Z in the standard interpretation is 
3.1.6. Trivial Solutions 
Before continuing the discussion, we show why we only need be concerned with 
finding nontrivial solutions 9, ,..., 9, of an arbitrary system Z : (rpi = ti, i E [n]) of 
recursion equations withut parameters-i.e., solutions such that no tree pi is trivial, 
i E [n]. Indeed, suppose that we know how to find all nontrivial solutions of a system 
of recursion equations with no parameters in an ideal interpretation u. 
In order to find solutions @i ,..., @-, in o in which some trees 9, are trivial, we 
proceed as follows. For each nonempty subset D of [n] and each function 
d : D + [w] such that id E [ki] for each i E D, we may tell if there is a solution 
9, ,..., 9, of Z in which for i E D, gi = xiA and for i tZ D, pi is nontrivial. Indeed for 
each choice 6 = (D, A) as above, let 6 be the theory morphism of (FU CD) T onto 
itself determined (according to (Theorem 2.5.3) by the conditions 
rpi6 = Xid for iED; 
9,~ = (9j : 1 ~ ki) for i@D; 
fS=(f: 1-k) for fE Fk, any k>O. 
We call the choice 6 consistent if for i E D, the tree t,6 is the trivial tree xid and for 
i G D, ti6 is a nontrivial three; otherwise 6 is inconsistent. The set of consistent 
choices determines all possible ways of solving Z in which some components are 
trivial trees. For each consistent choice 6 = (D, A) we let Zs be the system obtained 
from Z by deleting each equation cpi = ti with i E D, and replacing cpi (i E D) in each 
of the remaining trees tj by the trivial tree xid . We then find all nontrivial solutions of 
.Zcs (which we are assuming we know how to do); for each such nontrivial solution of 
Z” we adjoin the trees @-i = Xid, i E D to obtain a solution of Z itself. 
In the remainder of Section 3 we will show how to obtain the nontrivial solutions. 
3.2. Singular and Nonsingular Equations 
Suppose that .Z is a system over FU CD as in Section 3.1 with the parameters 
v)~+, ,..., 9,, where @ = {91 ,..., rp,,..., 9n }. We use ,Y to define a theory morphism sL. 
from (F U @) T into itself. 
Let sz : FU Qi -+ (F U @) T be the function which for each k > 0 takes fE FK to 
the atomic treef: 1 -+ k in (F U @) T; which takes the parameter 9,, i = s + l,..., n, to 
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the atomic tree pi : 1 -+ ki, and which takes vi, i E [s] to the tree ti (the right-hand 
side of the ith equation in Z). Let sz : (F U @) T + (F U @) T be the unique extension 
of sz to a theory morphism (Theorem 2.5.3 again). For g in (FU CD) T, gs, is the tree 
obtained by simultaneously “substituting” ti for qi, i E [s], everywhere in g. 
For m > 1, SF denotes the composition of sy with itself m times. Using s, we 
classify the function variables p, ,..., p,s of Z as follows. Let Gs = {rp, ,..., q,}. 
3.2.1. DEFINITION. The function variable vi of C, i E [s], is 
(i) singular if for all m > 1, ~~sz is a @,-rooted tree (i.e., a tree whose root is 
labeled by an element of Qp,; an “F-rooted tree” is defined similarly); 
(ii) power ideal if for some m > 1, pisF is a F-rooted tree; 
(iii) power successful if for some m > 1, pisF is a trivial tree xi, for somej > 1. 
The function variable vi is nonsingular if pi is either power ideal or power 
successful. The ith equation of Z is singular (power ideal, etc.) if pi is. 
We are mainly concerned with systems having no parameters. In any such system, 
each variable pi is either singular or nonsingular. These properties are made more 
definite in view of 
3.2.2. PROPOSITION. The function variable qi is nonsingular ifs ‘pi si is either F- 
rooted or trivial (i.e., we may always take m = s in Definition 3.2.1). 
The function SZ is used to transform the system Z into the system Es, where Cs is 
the system (pi = tis,, i E [s]). 2s has the same parameters as .Z. 
3.2.3. PROPOSITION. In a fixed ideal interprettion o, any solution of Z is also a 
solution of 27s (relative to the given values pS+, ,..., q,,). 
Proof: Suppose @i ,..., ps is a solution of Z. Let 6 = a($) : (F U @) T --f F Tr be 
the corresponpg theory morphism defined in Section 3.1. We must show 
(fp-, ,*a*, @-,) = (Zs), (43 ,*-*, q,,), or equivalently, that for each i E [s], 
fjTi = tis,i?. (3.2.4) 
Let o’ be the composition 
a’:(FU@)TL(FU@)TqFTr. 
ThenforfEF,,fa’=fs,~=f~; similarly ifS<i<tZ, ~iU'=a)iS~~'~i6=@i: 
Last, if 1 Q i < s, 
Ipp = (piS,i = fib = ipi 
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. - since (p, ,..., @, is a solution of Z. But then u’ = 8 by Theorem 2.5.3 since o’ and o 
agree on FU @. Thus, for each i E [s], 
fjii = fi6 = tp’ = tis,i3 
which proves (3.2.4). 
It is not the case that every solution of 2;s is also a solution of C. For example, if Z 
is the system of two equations with no parameters 
Q 4 v2 =
0 f 
9 
x Xl 
orbriefly,p,=cp,,rp,=rp,.f.g,where(o,,(p,haverank 1 asdof#gEF,thenCs 
is the system 
‘p1= VP1 *f * is (P2=(P*-f*g 
which has solutions @i # @-2 in F Tr in the standard interpretation. 
We will use Proposition 3.2.3 in the next section to show that in an ideal inter- 
pretation any “nonsingular” system has a unique solution (relative to a given n - s 
tuple of values @-,+ i ,..., pT, for the parameters). 
3.2.5. Remark. The reader should note, for use in Section 7, that the 
classification of an equation as singular or nonsingular is independent of the fact that 
for the moment we are interested in interpretations in the theory F Tr. 
3.3. The Solution of a Nonsingular System 
If C is a system of recursion equations with parameters (ps+ 1 ,..., rp,, as above, C is 
called a nonsingular system if each function variable Cpi, i E [s], in I: is nonsingular. 
In this section we will show how to solve such systems. 
First we consider a special case. A quasi ideal system of equations is a system 
C : (pl = ti, i E [s]) having parameters cp,, , ,..., (Pi such that each tree li is either F- 
rooted or trivial. 
3.3.1. THEOREM. Suppose that Z is a quasi-ideal system and a is an ideal inter- 
pretation of F in F Tr. Then relative to any assignment of values bi to cpi, 
i = s + I,..., n, there is a unique solution 4, ,..., @is of Z in a. 
Proox We may as well assume that each tree ti is F-rooted, since if t,, say, is the 
trivial tree x,, we may delete the first equation from Z and replace o1 in the 
remaining trees t, ,..., t, by x2. 
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From this point on, the proof uses the metric properties of F Tr. The sets A’ (and 
Y) defined in (3.1.1) are complete metric spaces (see Section 2) and when u is an 
ideal interpretation, for each y in Y the function To,y : X+X (defined in (3.1.5)) is a 
proper contraction mapping! Thus, by the Banach fixed point theorem, ,?‘o,y has a 
unique fixed point; i.e., Z has a unique solution (relative to the assignment of Pi to 
the parameter vi, i = s + I,..., n). 
3.3.2. Remark. In fact the Banach fixed point theorem yields some further infor- 
mation. Not only does it say that under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3.1 27 has a 
unique solution but also that the solution may be found as the limit of the sequence 
x0,x, ,..., in X, where x, is any point in X and where xi+, = x~J?~,~, i > 0. From this 
fact one may prove that in the case of the standard interpretation of a system without 
parameters, the solution I, ,..., I,?~ satisfies 
cjii = lim tis:. 
n-m 
We now will extend Theorem 3.3.1 to any nonsingular system (i.e., a system in 
which every function variable is nonsingular). Notice that if C is nonsingular, then 
for some m, (in fact m = s, the number of equations in Z) the system Zs” has the 
property that the trees on the right-hand sides are either F-rooted or trivial. Thus by 
Theorem 3.3.1, ,Zsm has a unique solution in an ideal interpretation, relative to an 
assignment of values to the parameters. It then follows from Proposition 3.2.3 that Z 
itself has at most one solution, namely, the solution of Cs”. 
3.3.3. THEOREM. Suppose that C is a nonsingular system of recursion equations 
with the parameters q,+ 1 ,..., p,,. Then in any ideal interpretation a, .?I has a unique 
solution relative to any assignment of values in F Tr to the parameters. 
Proof. From the above discussion it follows that we need only show Z has at 
least one solution. The proof of this fact will be by example. Suppose Z is the system 
where Ui, i E [3], are trees in (Fu @) T, and where fE F. Then 2 has the same 
solutions in any interpretation as. the system 
(PI =f. u3 * u2 * u, 9 
p)2=f-U3*4, 
93 =f * u3. 
But this latter system has a (unique) solution in 6, by Theorem 3.3.1. This concludes 
the proof. 
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The argument used to prove Theorem 3.3.3 also proves the following fact, which 
will be used in Section 3.5. 
3.34. THEOREM. Suppose that 2 : (cpi = ti, i E [s]) is a system of recursion 
equations with the parameters P~+ 1 ,..., CO,,. Suppose that for each i E [s], either pi is a 
nonsingular variable or the root of the tree ti is labeled with a parameter. Then in any 
ideal interpretation o of F, relative to any assignment of nontrivial trees to the 
parameters, Z has a unique solution, denoted ]I;(@,+ 1 ,..., q,,)], In fact, for any x E X 
(3.1.1) ]C(@,+, ,..., p,)] = lim,,, xJ?~,~, where y = (@,+, ,..., @,). 
3.4. Reflexive Equations 
In this section we find all solutions in an ideal interpretation of F in F Tr of a 
singular equation of the form 
v11 = (01 * (U,Y, 4,) (k, = rank rpJ, (3.4.1) 
where ui : 1 + k, are trees in (F U @) T, and where the values assigned to the 
parameters co*,..., qn are nontrivial trees. An equation of the form (3.4.1) is called a 
reflexive equation, and ‘p, is called a reflexive variable. 
Thus suppose the values (oi +j assigned to the parameters rp 1 +j are nontrivial trees, 
and suppose o is an ideal interpretation of F in F Tr. 
3.4.1. THEOREM. Under these hypothesis, a tree (0, : 1 + k, is a solution of (3.4.1) 
t@ @, has the following property: 
If xj is a label of a leaf of @i1, then the tree uj in (3.4.1) is the trivial 
tree xj. (3.4.2) 
Proof Suppose Q, is a tree with the property (3.4.2). Then @I is a solution of 
(3.4.1) since in the composition pi - (u,u(i$,..., ~,,a(@)), the only trees attached to a 
leaf v of @, are trivial trees with the same label as v. Conversely, if 4, is a tree having 
a leaf labeled xj, where uj # xi, then under the hypotheses of the theorem, uj s a(i$) is 
an ideal tree or is xk for k # j. But then @, # @i . (u,cr@),..., ~,~a(@)), so that & is 
not a solution of (3.4.1). 
3.4.3. Remark. Note that the solution of a single reflexive equation under the 
hypotheses of (3.4.1) is independent of the values assigned to the parameters (as long 
as these values are nontrivial trees). 
3.5. All Nontrivial Solutions 
Let Z : (v~ = t,, i E [n]) be a system of recursion equations with no parameters. We 
may assume, as remarked before Theorem 3.3.1, that no tree t, is trivial. Thus each 
variable p, is either singular or power ideal (see Section 3.2). Let Ping be the 
collection of all the singular equations in Z. Ping is’s system whose parameters are 
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the power ideal variables of Z. We will show below that we can put ZSinp into a 
special form. Note that each equation in ,?Y~‘“~ has the form 
pi = ~j ' Ui (3.5.1) 
for some function variable pj in Ping and some ui : kj -+ ki in (F U @) T. 
3.5.2. LEMMA. Let Zs be any system of singular recursion equations with 
parameters such that every equation in ZS has the form (3.5.1). One may effectively 
obtain another system Z’ such that for any interpretation o and any assignment of 
values to the parameters the solutions of CS and Z’ are the same, and furthermore if 
pi = pj. ui is an equation (as in (3.51)) in Z’ with i # j, then there is a rejlexive 
equation of the form qj = Cpi - uj in C’. In brief; the label of the root of each tree 
appearing on the right of an equation in Z:’ is a reflexive variable. 
This lemma takes a lot of space to state, but the content is almost trivial. For 
example, if EC” is the system which consists of the equations 
CPl =v)2 * u,, 
v)2=~3’“2, 
(?)3 =p2 * u3? 
a)4=P3-u49 
for some trees ui, i E [4], in (FU CD) T, then Z’ may be chosen to be the system 
Now we return to our original system Z. Using Lemma 3.5.2 we rewrite the 
equations in Ping so that we may assume that if (3.5.1) is an equation in Ping, then 
pj is a reflexive variable. We now separate Z into the collection of reflexive equations 
Zref and the remaining equations ,?7 (= Z - Cref). For convenience, we assume that 
the last n - s equations are all of the reflexive equations in C. 
Let r~ be a fixed ideal interpretation of F in F Tr. To find all nontrivial solutions of 
C in this interpretation, we first find a nontrivial solution @i, i = s + l,..., n of each 
reflexive equation. This is possible by Theorem 3.4.1 and Remark 3.4.2. For each 
choice @-, + i ,..., ye,, of nontrivial solutions of the reflexive equations, the system Z’ 
consisting of the power ideal and the singular nonreflexive equations in 2 satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.4 (where qS+, ,..., @, are the values assigned to the 
parameters of Z’). If the corresponding unique solution ]r;“(@,+, ,..., @-,)I is @, ,..., @,, 
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then the n-tuple pi ,..., cp, - is a solution of the original system 2. Every nontrivial 
solution of C is obtainable in this way. 
3.5.3. COROLLARY. Suppose there are at least two trees in FTr,,,. Then for any 
ideal interpretation of F a system C of recursion equations with no parameters has a 
unique solution l$Z is a nonsingular system. 
Proof. If there are any singular equations in C, then we may assume Z contains a 
reflexive equation (by 3.5.1). But under the hypotheses, there will always be at least 
two nontrivial solutions to any reflexive equation, e.g., two trees neither of which has 
any leaf labeled by an individual variable. 
If Z is nonsingular, Z has a unique solution by Theorem 3.3.3. 
3.5.4. Remark, If FTr,,, has less than two elements, then F has less than two 
elements. 
4. F Tr IS A COMPLETE CONTRACTION THEORY 
The properties of the trees in F Tr that enabled us to find all solutions of a system 
Z : (rpi = t,, i E [n]) of recursion equations are summarized briefly as follows: (1) 
there is a notion of composition (and tupling) that allows one to interpret the finite 
trees ti E (F U @) T as infinite trees in F Tr when one substitutes for the function 
variables o, ,..., o,; (2) there is a (complete) metric on the sets F Tr,,,; (3) the 
nontrivial trees in F Tr induce contraction mappings. 
These properties are formalized in the following definitions. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A metric theory is an algebraic theory T such that each set T,,,, 
is metrizable in such a way that 
the metric on Tn,p, n > 1, is determined by the metric on T,.,, 
d(f,g)=max{d(i.f,i.g):iE [n]); (4.1.1) 
more importantly, for all fi : n --t p, gi : p + q, i = 1,2, 
d(f, . g, ,f, . gJ Q d(g, 3 gz) and d(f, * g, J2 * g,) < d(f, ,fJ. (4.1.2) 
Conditions (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) imply that both composition and source tupling are 
continuous operations (see [4]). 
A metric theory T is complete if each set Tn,p is a complete metric space. 
4.2. DEFINITION. A metric theory T is a contraction theory if for each p > 0 each 
nondistinguished morphismf: 1 -+ n induces a proper contraction map T,,p -+ T,,, by 
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Of course any algebraic theory may be made into a metric theory, in fact a 
complete metric theory, by letting d(f, g) = 1 if f # g; there is no way, however, to 
make every theory a contraction theory, since for example, in a contraction theory 
the composition f - g of a nondistinguished morphism f: 1 + 1 with g : 1 + 1 cannot 
be the distinguished morphism 1 -+ 1. (Thus a contraction theory is an ideal theory.) 
The theory F Tr is a complete contraction theory; F T is also a contraction theory 
which is not complete. Other examples of complete contraction theories are given in 
the next section. 
5. EXAMPLE OF COMPLETE CONTRACTION THEORIES 
Aside from the tree theories which are subtheories of TTr for any ranked set r 
(such as Z”T, the theory of finite trees and r Tr, the theory of trees each of which has 
a finite “descendency index” [IO]), we know of four other classes of contraction 
theories: matrices over sets of words (see [8,9]); sequacious functions (introduced in 
[8] to model the “behavior” of flowchart algorithms); contractions X” + Xp in a 
complete metric space X, sets of finite trees, used by several authors to study 
nondeterministic computation. These examples are introduced very briefly below. The 
theories in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are discussed in more detail in [4, 8,9]. 
5.1. Matrices over Sets of Words 
The collection P(A *) of subsets of the set A * of all finite sequences (“words”) of 
elements of a nonempty set A is a semiring when addition and multiplication are 
defined as follows, for U, V c A *, 
u-k v= uu v, u * v= {w/u E u, v E V). (5.1.1) 
The additive identity 0 is the empty set and the multiplicative identity is the unit set 
{A) consisting of the empty word. 
In order to define a metric on P(A *), we introduce an auxiliary definition: for 
USA*, n>O, we let 
(v), = the set of words in U having length <<n. (5.1.2) 
Note that two subsets U and V of A * are equal iff (U), = (V), for all nonnegative 
integers IZ. The metric d is defined by 
W, v) = 0, if U= V, 
1 =-) 
2” 
where n is least such that (U),, # (V), . (5.1.3) 
The reader may easily verify that d is a complete metric on P(A *). Let M(A) denote 
the algebraic theory having the set of n xp matrices f with entries A7 E A * as 
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morphisms n +p. Composition in M(A) is matrix multiplication with the + and . of 
(51.1); i : 1 + n is the 1 x n row matrix 
[O )...) 0, 1,o * * ’ O] 
whose only nonzero entry is a 1 in the ith position. The metric of (5.1.3) is extended 
to the morphisms n +p in M(A) by 
for n x p matrices f and g. M(A) is a (complete) metric theory, but it is not a 
contraction theory. We let Mat(A) be the last subtheory of M(A) which contains all 
row matrices [U,, U, ,..., U,], n > 1, such that each set Vi E A * contains only words 
of positive length. 
51.4. THEOREM. Mat(A) is a complete contraction theory. 
This fact is proved in [4]. Other examples of matrix and “matricial” complete 
contraction theories are also given there. The theory Mat(A) was first defined in [8]. 
5.2. Sequacious Functions 
Let X be a nonempty set. A sequacious function f: n -‘p (over X) is a function 
f: X+ X [n] UX”O -+X+ X [p] UXm (where X’ is the set of finite sequences of 
elements of X of positive length, and where Xoo is the set of infinite sequences of 
elements of X) satisfying three properties: 
if uEXm, uf=u, (5.2.1) 
if xE X, iE [n], and xif=xl,x2 ,..., then x, =x; (5.2.2) 
if u E X*, i E [n], and x E X, (uxi)f = u(xif) (i.e., f is determined 
by its values on XX [n]). (5.2.3) 
The composition of sequacious functions is function composition. The source-tupling 
of the sequacious functions L : 1 +p, i E [n], is the function f : X+ x [n] U X” -+ 
X+ x [I)] U Xw defined by 
u1y= uf ) uEX+; 
uf=u, uEXrn. 
The distinguished morphism i : 1 + n is the sequacious function 
X+UXm-+X+ X [n]UXm 
determined by x t--, xi, x E X. (We have identified X+ x [l] with Xt .) The 
sequacious functions over X form an algebraic theory. 
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A sequacious function f: n -+p is positive if for each xi E X x [n], when (xi)f = 
XX~,..., xlj E X+ X [p], then t > 2. The least subtheory of all sequacious functions 
containing the positive sequacious functions is denoted Seq(X). In [ 8 ] it was shown 
that Seq(X) forms an “iterative” algebraic theory. 
Let Y=XU [w]. Then Y* U Y is equipped with a complete metric d,, 
d&i, v) = 0 if 24 = v, 
1 =--- 
2k 
where k is least such that uk # vk, 
where ui is the ith element in the sequence u (see 141). For-f, g:n +p, we extend d,, to 
a metric on the sequacious functions by defining 
d(f; g) = sup{d,(uf, ug): u E x+ x [n] UXoc}. (5.2.4) 
d is a metric on the set of morphisms n -+p in Seq(X). Furthermore, the following 
holds: 
5.2.5. THEOREM. Seq(X) is a complete contraction theory. 
This fact is proved in [4]. As mentioned above, Seq(X) was first defined in IS]. 
5.3 Contractions Xp -+X” 
Suppose X is a complete metric space, with the metric d. If we extend d to the 
powers X” of X by defining for u, v E X”, 
d(u, v) = max{d(ui, vi) : i E [n]}, 
where u = (u, ,..., u,,) and v = (v, ,..., v,), then X” is also a complete metric space. 
Let Pow(X) be the algebraic theory whose set of morphisms n +p is the set of all 
functions Xp +X” (note the reversal of direction). The distinguished morphism 
i : 1 -+ n in Pow(X) is the ith projection function X” +X. The composition f. g in 
Pow(X) off: n -+p and g : p -+ q is the function composition 
We assume now that the metric d on X is bounded, say by 1, so that d(x, x’) < 1, all 
x, x’ E X. Then we define a metric on the set of morphisms n +p in Pow(X) by 
defining 
d(f, g) = sup(d(uf, ug) : u E Xp}. 
The metric on Pow(X) has no interesting properties. However certain subtheories of 
Pow(X) are contraction theories. For any real number a < 1, let C,(X) denote the 
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least subtheory of Pow(X) containing all functions f : Xp + X” such that for all 
24, u E x*, 
i.e., f is a proper contraction reducing distances by at least the factor a. Then we can 
prove 
53.1. THEOREM. For each a < 1, C,(X) is a complete contraction theory. 
The theories C,(X) are of practical interest especially when X is the set of real 
numbers. 
5.4. Sets of Trees 
We will define a “nondeterministic” composition on sets of trees in ZT. This 
composition was called OZ substitution in [ 191 and was also used in 131. 
Suppose that f : 1 -+ n is a finite tree in ZT and for i E [n], Ui is a set of trees in 
rT,,,* By induction on the structure off, we define the composition f . U off with 
the n-tuple of sets U = (U, ,..., U,,) as follows: 
if f is xi, some i E In], then f f U is the set Ui; (5.4.1.i) 
if f is the composition y . (g , ,..., g,J where y E Z, and gi E Z T, ,n, 
then f. U is the set of all trees of the form y 1 (tl ,..., tk), where 
ti E gi ’ U, i E [k]. (5.4.l.ii) 
For later reference, we note that this definition makes sense even when the sets Vi 
are subsets of ZTrl.p, i.e., the sets Vi may contain infinite Z-trees. 
We extend this definition as follows: if V is a set of finite Z-trees in ZT,,,, we 
define 
v * (U, ,...) U,)= u (f- (U,,'.., U,):fE 0 (5.4.2) 
if V= (V,,..., V,) is a k-tuple of subsets of Z T, ,“, we define 
v * (U, ,...) U,) = (V, * (U, ,***, U,) ,... 9 Vk . (U, ,a.., UJ). (5.4.3) 
Now we define the algebraic theory Z T. A morphism f : n -+ p in Z T is an n-tuple 
(V , ,..., V,), where each Vi is a subset of TT,,, . Composition in Z’T is the,operation 
defined in (5.4.3); source-tupling is just tupling. The distinguished morphism i : 1 -+ n 
in Z T is the singleton set whose member is the ith distinguished morphism in r T, ,n. 
We let ZT’ denote the least subtheory of ZT containing the morphisms 
f= V: 1 -+ n which are sets of finite Z-trees which contain no distinguished 
morphisms. We will indicate why ZT” is a complete contraction theory. 
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The depth of a finite tree 1 --+p is the length of a longest path from the root to a 
leaf. For a set V of finite trees, let r,(V) denote the set of trees in V of depth <n. 
Then I’= IJ(r,(V) : n > 0). We may then deline.a metric on Z-T:,, by 
d(V, V’) = 0, if V= V’; 
1 
ZZ- 
2”’ where n is least such that r,(V) # r,( V’). (5.4.4) 
Using this metric, one can show 
5.4.5. THEOREM. r’f’ is a complete contraction theory. 
The theory rf’ is not very interesting from the point of view of studying 
recursion. For example, in any ideal interpretation of F in rf’, if fE F, , the 
recursion equation 
in the function variable Ed of rank 1 has the empty set as its unique solution. 
A related theory, denoted rj, is of more interest. A morphism f: n -+p in rp is an 
n-tuple of pairs 
c&J, : A,),..., (U,; A,)), 
where Vi G TT,,, and Ai ErTr,,,, for i E [n]. Thus the trees in Ai may be infinite. 
We further require that the sets Ai must be closed in the metric topology on TTr,,, . 
Recall from Section 2.3 the definition of P,Jf), for fE r Tr, ,p. For any subset A of 
rT5.p is closed iff whenever f~ r Tr,,, is a tree such that pk(f) E p,(A) for all 
k>O, thenfEA. 
We let x denote the closure of A. If A and B are both closed subsets of TTr,,, 
such that p,(A) = p,(B), all k > 0, then A = B. Thus the function d’ defined on pairs 
of closed subsets of r Tr,,, by 
d’(A, B) = 0, if A=B; 
1 
=jp where k is least such that p,(A) #p,(B) (5.4.6) 
is a (complete) metric on the collection of closed subsets of r Tr, ,P. 
We finally define composition in rf. 
For 
(U;A): 1-n and [(V,, B,) ,..., (V,; B,)] : n-rp in I? 
V-GA). [V,;B,),..., V,,;B,,)l 
= [U* (VI,..., V,,); A + U - (B, ,..., B,)]. (5.4.7) 
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Here the + is just set union, and the composition . on the right-hand side is that 
defined in (5.4.2). The bar denotes closure. The distinguished morphism i : 1 j n in 
l? is the pair (i; 0) : l+ n, where the first member is the singleton consisting of the 
ith distinguished morphism in TTr,,, . Source-tupling in rp is again just tupling and 
the definition of the composition off : m + n and g : n +p in rp is forced. 
Let rp+ denote the least subtheory of rp containing the morphisms f = [U; A] : 
1 --) n such that no tree in U is distinguished. rp+ is a complete metric theory, where 
the metric on rp:,n is 
d”([U;A], [U’;A’]) = max{d(U, U’), &(&A’)}, (5.4.8) 
where d(U, U’) was defined in (5.4.4). rp+ is not a contraction theory, but the 
following fact holds: 
5.4.9. PROPOSITION. Let f = [U, A] : 1 --t n be a nondistinguished morphism in 
rp’. IfA#0, thenfo;anyg,g’:n+pin@ 
d”(f 9 g,f - g’) < fdk, g’), 
so that f induces a proper contraction. 
Proposition 5.4.9 suggests considering the least subtheory, say TpSD of I?’ 
containing all nondistinguished morphisms f = [U, A] : 1 j n in rp’ such that 
A#0. 
5.4.10. THEOREM. I?:, is a complete contraction theory. 
There is a similar extension of the matrix theory in Section 5.1 in which a 
morphism 1 j n consists of a pair [U, B], where U is a row matrix in Mat(A) and a 
“closed” subset B of A*, the infinite sequences of elements of A. 
As far as we know, the theories in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 have not been studied 
elsewhere. 
6. INTERPRETATIONS IN AN ARBITRARY ALGEBRAIC THEORY 
Let Z : (oi = ti, i E [s]) be a system of recursion equations over FU @ with the 
parameters os+ r ,..., on, and let T be any algebraic theory. An interpretation u of F in 
T is just a theory morphism 
a:FT+T. 
An ideal interpretation is an interpretation u such that fo is not a distinguished 
morphism in T, for any f in F. For any n-tuple of morphisms pi : l--* ki, i E [n], in T, 
we let 
u($):(FU@)T+T 
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be the theory morphism determined by extending c to @ by setting 
Via(G)=ySi, iE [n]. 
Let X= T,,,, X +.. x T,,k,, Y = T,,k,+, x a-- x T,,kn. Then for a fixed interpretation 
~7 of F in T, Z determines the function 2, : X x Y + X, exactly as in Section 3.1: if 
(P-1 ,***, i,, &+ 1 ,***9 @-,) E XX Y, then 
-f’,(u’ 1 ,*-*, P-,) = (W, ,***, W,), 
where, for each i E [s], 
ipi = Ii u(iji). 
The definition of a solution of C in T in the interpretation u is obtained from 
Definition 3.1.4 by replacing F Tr by T. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let cr be an interpretation of F in the algebraic theory T and let 
Y = (u, s+ I ,..., @,) be a member of the set Y defined above. Then a solution of 2l in 0 
relative to the assignment of the value pi to the parameter (pi, i = s + l,..., n, is an s- 
tuple x = (yT, ,.,., @,) in X, such that 
f’,(x, y) =x; i.e. for each i E [s], gi = ti a($). 
In the next section, we show to obtain all solutions in a contradiction theory of a 
system of recursion equations without parameters. 
7. SOLUTIONS IN A CONTRACTION THEORY 
Let T be a (not necessarily complete) contraction theory, fixed throughout this 
section, and suppose Z is a system of recursion equations without parameters. For 
each ideal interpretation u of F in T, we will show how to determine all solutions of 
Z (if any exist). 
Just about the entire argument used in Section 3 to find all solutions in F Tr carries 
over to the case of the arbitrary contraction theory T. First, the discussion in Section 
3.1.6 on trivial solutions may be applied without change, so that we only need show 
how to obtain all nontrivial solutions. (Of course, in T, “trivial morphism” means 
distinguished morphism.) Second the method used in Section 3.3 to solve nonsingular 
systems (see also Remark 3.2.5) can also be used for any contraction theory. In 
particular, we will state the generalization to any contraction theory of Theorem 
3.3.4. 
7.1. THEOREM. Suppose that Z : (pi = ti, i E [s]) is a system of recursion 
equations with the parameters qS+, ,..., P,,. Suppose further that for each i E [s], 
either (oi is a nonsingular variable or the root of the tree ti is labeled with a 
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parameter. Then for any ideal interpretation o of F in the contraction theory T, 
relative to any assignment of nontrivial morphisms to the parameters, I; has at most 
one solution; Lf T is a complete contraction theory, Z has a unique solution. 
The proof of 7.1 is only notationally different from Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.3. The 
solution of Z is obtained as a fixed point (if one exists) of the function $.o,Y, and the 
completeness of T will guarantee the existence of such a fixed point. There are 
contraction theories which are not complete, how ever (even subtheories of F Tr) in 
which every nonsingular system C of recursion equations has a unique solution. In an 
arbitrary contraction theory, a nonsingular system need not have any solution. We 
will not discuss this point any further here. 
To continue, the method used in Section 3.5 to find all nontrivial solutions of Z 
(once solutions to the reflexive equations are known) also generalizes without change 
to any contraction theory. Thus, to complete the argument, we need only find all 
nontrivial solutions of one reflexive equation in a contraction theory. The remainder 
of this section is devoted to that task. 
Let 
be a reflexive singular equation in the parameters (p2,..., rp,, where ui : 1 -+ k,, 
i E [k,], are trees in (F U @) T. First we will show that we may assume that the tree 
u = (u, ,..., u,J : k, + k, has a certain “normal form.” 
Lemma 7.3 has nothing to do with the fact that T is a contraction theory. 
7.3. LEMMA. For any interpretation u of F in T, a morphism @ : 1 + k, in T is a 
solution of the equation (7.2) tr the morphism @ . I in T is a solution of the equation 
rp=cp.n-‘.P.n, (7.4) 
where K is a permutation of the set [k,], II is the source-tupling (In, 2n,..., k ,n) of the 
distinguished morphisms in, and where ti is obtained from u by replacing every 
occurrence of p by rpz - ‘. 
The proof of 7.3 is trivial. Note that in Eq. (7.4), t is the tuple (xi+,..., x,J of 
trivial trees and in the expression $5 - 12, x denotes a certain base morphism in T. 
We now rearrange the tree u : k, -+ k,. Suppose that for some nonnegative integers 
a and b, there are exactly a trivial trees xi = i, i E [k,] such that 
for all m > 1, i - urn is a trivial tree (7.5) 
and there are a + b trivial trees i, i E [k,], such that 
i . u is a trivial tree. (7.6) 
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7.7. LEMMA. There is a permutation II of [k,] such that if v : k, -+ k, is the tree 
n -‘PUBIC, then 
i . urn is a trivial tree for all m 2 1 iff i E [a] ; i s v is trivial iff 
i E [a + b]. (7.8) 
Proof: Suppose i, ..- i, be all members i of [tl] (if any) with property (7.5). Let 
4+, - 4+b be all members i of [k,] which have property (7.6) but do not have 
property (7.5). Now define iin =j, for j E [a + b], and extend rr in any way to a 
permutation of [k,]. It is easily checked that this choice of zz works. (This same idea 
was used in [5] in Section 2.5.) 
7.9. COROU.AW. If theJinite tree v = n - 1 . ti . n has the property (7.8), then for 
some m > 1 (in fact m = k,), 
Urn = pm CD Ob+c, h), (7.10) 
where ,LI : a + a is the source-tupling of the first a components of v (considered as 
trees l-+a), a+b+c=k,, and h:b+c -+ k, a tree in (F U @) T none of whose 
components is trivial. 
Proof: This is almost a restatement of the meaning of properties (7.5) and (7.6). 
As a result of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.7 and (7.8) we have reduced the problem of 
solving an arbitrary reflexive equation (7.2) to the problem of finding all nontrivial 
solutions of a reflexive equation of the form 
VP1 = Pl . u, (7.11) 
where v : k, -+ k, satisfies (7.8) and (7.10). This problem is solved by Theorem 7.13. 
If v : k, -t k, is a finite tree in (FU @) T satisfying (7.8) and (7.10), we may write 
v = da 0 %+c, Ga’, h’)), (7.12) 
where p : a + a and p’ : b -+ k, are tuples of trivial trees and h’ : c-+ k, has no 
nontrivial component. 
7.13. THEOREM. Suppose u is an ideal interpretation of F in the contraction 
theory T (not necessarily complete). A morphism @I : l--f k, in T is a nontrivial 
solution in u of the reflexive equation (7.11) (where v satisfies (7.8) and (7.10)) for 
any assignment of nondistinguished morphisms to the parameters tfl iJ1 may be 
written as 
%=@OO,+, (7.14) 
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for some nondistinguished Q : 1 + a in T, which in turn must satisfy 
v=lTa3a, (7.15) 
where /? : a -+ a is (the o-image of the base morphism B) defined in (7.12). 
Proof First we show conditions (7.14) and (7.15) are sufficient. Suppose 
6 = wo ob+CT where W : 1 + a is nondistinguished and p satisfies (7.15). We will 
show @, is a solution of the equation (7.11). First we write v as in (7.12) and 
consider the image under a$) of (pi . u = pi - (‘J @ Ob+c, (/3’, h’)), when p, o(G) = @, . 
In fact (since a(@) preserves base morphisms) 
(cpl . ~)(J($) =Us, . Ga 0 %+r, Ca’, h’ dli)>> 
=(~oO,+,>.GaoO,+,,da’,h’a$))) 
=w* co00,+,>=(~*P)@0,+,, by (2.5.4) 
=q@Ob+(.=$, 
since C satisfies (7.14). Thus Ii is a nontrivial solution of (7.11). 
As for the converse, note that if @, is any nondistinguished solution of (7.1 l), then 
for every m > 1 
Suppose m is chosen so that urn = Cgm @ Ob+c, h), as in Corollary 7.9. Then 
Gil = @I e Cam 0 Ot,+c, h 479). (7.16) 
No component of the morphism h o(iji) : b + c + k, in T is distinguished, since u is an 
ideal interpretation and since (pi, i E [n] is assumed to be nondistinguished. Now we 
will use the distinguishing feature of contraction theories. 
7.17. LEMMA. Letg:a+t + a + t be a morphism in a contraction theory of the 
form g = (a @ O,, h), where a : a + a is any morphism and h : t -+ a + t is ideal. Let 
c < 1 be a real number such that 
4h -.A h -f ‘I< cddf,f ‘> 
for any f, f ’ : a + t + p in T, where d is the metric on T. 
Then for any morphisms /3 : a --) a, p, v : t + a + t in T, 
W” - @’ 0 O,, PU), 6” - @ 0 O,, v)> < cm+, v) 
for all integers m > 1. 
(7.18) 
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Proof: The proof is by induction on m. Let f,, f, be defined as the morphisms 
(7.19) 
Then 
Similarly, 
g.f,=(aCBO,,h)-doO O,,PU) 
=(a.POOt,h~@OO,,p)) by (2.5.4). 
Thus 
d(g.f,,g.f”)=d(h.Gaoo,,~u>,h.dooo,,v>) by (4.1.1) 
< MC0 0 o,, P), @ 0 o,, v)) 
= cdh, v) by (4.1.1) again, 
completing the basis step. 
Now assume (7.18) holds (for all /3, p, v). With f,, f, as in (7.19), 
g “+‘~f,=gm.g~f,=g”~((a~~)Oo,,~~~OOI,~)) 
and 
8 “+‘~f,=g”~((a~~)OO1,h~~OO,,v)). 
Thus by the induction hypothesis 
d(gm+’ -fw,gm+’ .f,)(cmd(h.~~OO,,C1),h. GoOOl,v>) 
< c”(cdol, v>) as above 
=c m + Id@, v), 
completing the induction. 
We will apply Lemma 7.17 in the case t = b + c, a = /3”, and h = h a(ij) in Eq. 
(7.16). Let g : k, + k, = a + b + c be the morphism 
g= COm 0 o*+c, h 49) 
so that if Qi, : I-+ k, is a solution of the equation (7.1 l), then 
rp, = 51 ’ g (7.20) 
CLAIM. For any ,u, v : b + c --) a + b + c in T, if (7.20) holds, then 
~,.(~aOOb+c,iU)=~-l’(laOObtc,~). (7.21) 
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Since @, is nondistinguished, applying Lemma 7.17 (with a = I,), 
Since c ( 1 and since m can be arbitrarily large, the claim is proved. 
Now the proof of the theorem is completed by letting ,u be 0, 0 Zb+c, so that 
(um+cdd=zk,, and letting v : b + ~--+a + b + c be any base morphism 
corresponding to a function whose range is in [a], so that (I, @ Ob+c, v) may be 
written as a @ Ob+c for some base morphism a : k, + Q. But then by (7.21) 
Thus letting 9 = pi . a, we have proved (7.14). 
To prove (7.19, if p@O,+, is a solution of (7.11) then by (7.12), 
4 0 ob+C = (IITi 0 O,,,) * Gso ob+CTP’, h’ a(S)) 
so that 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Notice that the nontrivial solutions of a reflexive equation 
values assigned to the parameters, as was the case in Remark 
As a simple example, consider the reflexive equation 
do not depend on the 
3.4.3. 
p= p(xpxpf.(xpx3)) = xz cm x1 f 
83 Xl x3 
where o has rank 3, f is a function constant of rank 2. The tree u is (X*,X,, 
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f. (x1, x3)) so that in (7.12), /3= (x2,x1) : 2 + 2 p’ = 0, (i.e., b = 0) and h’ = 
f. (x,, x3). Thus in Corollary 7.9, we may take m = 1 (and h = h’). According to 
Theorem 7.14, the nontrivial solutions of (7.22) in any ideal interpretation of F in a 
contraction theory T are all nondistinguished morphisms Ed : 1 --t 3 in T which can be 
written in the form 
for some nondistinguished tji : 1 -+ 2 in T satisfying 
Q=P*P, (7.23) 
where /I : 2 -+ 2 is the base morphism corresponding to the nonidentity permutation of 
PI* 
The morphisms p in F Tr satisfying (7.23) are the trees 1 -P 2 having no leaves 
labeled by x1 or x,; those @ in the theory Mat(A) satisfying (7.23) are the 1 x 2 
matrices [U,, U,] with U, = U,. A morphism 4 : 1 -+ 2 in Seq(X) satisfies (7.3) iff 
for each x EX, x~EX”‘. A morphism 4 : 1 -+ 2 in C,(X) satisfies (7.23) iff 
@(x, y) = p(y, x), all x,y E X. Lastly, a morphism 3 : 1 + 2 in r T’ satisfies (7.23) 
iffQ?istheunionofBandB./?,forsome8:1+2inr’?+. 
Our last theorem generalizes Corollary 3.5.3. The proof is omitted. 
7.24, THEOREM. Suppose there are at least two morphisms 1 -+ 0 in the complete 
contraction theory T. Then for any ideal interpretation of F in T a system C of 
recursion equations without parameters has a unique solution l$C is nonsingular. 
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